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The Grand Hotel Majestic “già Baglioni”,  
the oldest and most prestigious hotel in Bologna,  

part of The Leading Hotels of the World since 1990  
and part of Virtuoso since 2014 welcomes you to discover its palace,  

its features and the Medieval city of Bologna, the only one in the world with 40Km of Porticoes! 
 

 
 
 
..Why Grand Hotel Majestic “già Baglioni”? 
 

 The oldest and most prestigious 5 star Luxury hotel in Bologna and in Emilia Romagna Region. 

 Strategic and central Location 
https://www.google.it/maps/place/Grand+Hotel+Majestic+Gi%C3%A0+Baglioni/@44.495973,11.342719,17
z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m2!3m1!1s0x477fd4960c765d39:0xb80672247b921dd 

 Historical building designed during the first half of the 18th century  used to be a Seminary and became Hotel 
in 1912 and lays where ancestors of Lodovico Ariosto used to have their houses and towers. The hotel is 
located in the heart of the City, few steps from all museums, theatres, galleries and all the most important 
points of interest of the City.  

 Luxury Hotel with 109 rooms and newly renovated Junior Suites and Deluxe Rooms all decorated with white 
marble, adorned with dressing table and original piece of 19th century furniture 

 I Carracci restaurant famous for its 16th century frescoes by Annibale and Agostino Carracci, where you may 
enjoy the traditional recipes of the Emilia region  

 Camerino d’Europa Meeting Room and its superb recently-restored frescoes signed by the Carracci 
Brothers on a wooded ceiling dated back to 16th century. Some masterpieces are by Donato Creti one of 
the most important 18th century painters. All the meeting rooms, bathed in natural light, accommodate up to 
120 people. 

 Hidden in the basement of the Grand Hotel Majestic it is possible to discover some archeological 
remains of a Roman road, 2200 years old. 

  “Enoteca Morandi”  wine cellar: perfect location for wine tasting among the wide range of fine Italian and 
foreign wines  

 Seasonal flowered Terraces of the inner courtyard and enjoyable view of the Medieval Tower of  Palazzo 
Fava where to organize pleasant Cocktails and Romantic dinners 

 Art Deco Suite at the top floor with private entrance and 70smq panoramic terrace and its amazing panorama! 

 Prestigious Presidential Suites Giuseppe Verdi and Giambologna where you can find silverware and 
chinaware displayed in finest showcase     

 A brand new wellness area  provided with steam-bath, an emotional shower, an intimate and exclusive relaxing 
area and one massage cabin. A  fitness area with state-of-the-art’s Technogym equipment complete our client’s 
relaxation break in the best possible way  

 The Café Marinetti is the feather in the cap of the Hotel, named after the father of the Futurism Movement 
who chose the basement of the Majestic as his headquarters. Today it has a classical ambience with a retro 
atmosphere and invites the entire city for a break or a light lunch 
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..Why Bologna..? 
 

 LOCATION  
 An amazing location between Milan, Florence, Verona and Venice: Milan/Bologna: 1 hour,  Rome/Bologna: max 2 hours e 

17 minutes,  Florence/Bologna: max 38  minutes,  Verona/Bologna: 50 minutes  

 A brand new International Airport with daily connections to more than 100 Intercontinental and International Flights 
towards main destinations 

 ART AND CULTURE  
 Bologna is home of the oldest University in Europe, dating back to 11th Century. The first permanent seat of the 

University, called Archiginnasio is a real jewel with over 6000 frescoed emblems of students and professors and its Anatomy 
Theatre 

 The Teatro Comunale - Bologna Opera House with over 250 years of history 

 Bologna and its old town recognised by the UNESCO as the biggest and as the best preserved Medieval centre in 
the world, with 40 km Porticoes UNIQUE in Europe, and over 20 medieval towers (the Asinelli 97.20mt is the tallest 
preserved medieval tower in Italy) and roofs made by red stones and uncommon views to canals and courtyards with 
centuries-old trees inside.  

 the Pinacoteca Nazionale, or National Painting Gallery, houses works from such high-caliber artists as Giotto, Raphael, 
and Carracci 

 Bologna is a point of reference for modern and contemporary art with hundreds of art galleries, private collections, 
and permanet exhibitions such as The Mambo, the Giorgio Morandi Museum. 

 San Luca Sanctuary: traditional place of worship for the presence of an image the Virgin of St. Luca as well as 
reassuring visual landmark for Bolognese approaching town, the shrine located on top of Guardia hill is one of Bologna's 
symbol. An arcade with more than 600 vaults - unique for its length covering almost four kilometres (3,796 m) - connects 
the shrine with the town and provide a shelter for the procession which every year since 1433 has brought the Byzantine 
Madonna with Child to the cathedral downtown during the Ascension week. 
 City of Music  recognized by UNESCO! Come and see the place where Mozart took his hard examination in 1770  

 CULINARY AND GASTRONOMIC HIGH TRADITIONS 
 Bologna is known for special food: 

 Discover the secrets of Italian cuisine and experience a “Cooking class” in hotel or in historical place nearby, walking 
distance, where the dishes are prepared by the Cesarine 

 You can sample regional dishes such as, tagliatelle, lasagne and tortellini - handmade pasta with Ragout - and 
Mortadella, along with a unique typical local wine. 

 Within 1 hour drive you can visit and taste the most important artisan farms and factories that produce the specialties 
that have earned Bologna and Emilia Romagna their eno-gastronomic reputation. Visit of the most important 
ham–curing factory and tasting of Parma ham. Visit of the dairies where Parmigiano Reggiano cheese is made. Visit 
some of the oldest balsamic vinegar producers in Modena.  

 A taste of Gelato history - Tasting Italian Ice cream at Carpigiani Museum: learning how to do GELATO! 

 SHOPPING AND DOWNTOWN 
 Botteghe: shops selling handmade items  

 Luxury Boutiques and High Fashion areas 

 Typical Osteria and Restaurants where you can taste traditional dishes or enjoy Pignoletto sparkling white wine and 
Sangiovese Red wine.   

 LAND OF MOTORS 
 Bologna is located just short distance from the prestigious car manufactures: Ferrari, Maserati, Lamborghini and 

Ducati , Pagani factories and galleries  
 

You might also find latest news from the Grand Hotel Majestic “già Baglioni” and the other Properties part of  Duetorrihotels visiting 
our official website www.duetorrihotels.com which includes today the following  properties: 

Due Torri Hotel, Verona – 5*  
Virtuoso - A Member of The Leading Hotels of the World 

Bernini Palace, Florence – 5*  
Bristol Genoa– 4* 

Business and Budget Hotel : Santa Barbara Hotel  4* and Alga Hotel 3 *s - Milan   
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